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Going Global
The Library as a Critical Player in Internationalizing a University

“...The Library’s rotating displays focusing on different regions of Mexico expanded the University population’s knowledge of the tremendously diverse physical and cultural geography of our southern neighbor. In all, the Viva México program would have been far less rich and would have had far less impact without the efforts of the University of Kentucky Libraries.”

Dr. Chris Pool, Co-Director, ¡Viva Mexico!

International Working Group:
Terri Brown, Frank Davis, Toni Greider, Kazuko Hioki, Adrian Ho, Kaylee Leibforth, Jennifer Richmond

Partnering with the Russian Club to host a Russian Tea
Presentation by a UK Librarian on a unique Soviet collection
Partnersing with UK HealthCare—attendees line up to sample acupuncture
Showcasing the collection with a Chinese postcard exhibit in the Fine Arts Library

Mexican Revolution Exhibit—a collaborative effort with a UK faculty member
Atrium exhibit of Mexican flag and banners
Aztec Medicine Exhibit, Medical Center Library
Alebrijes Exhibit—a collaborative effort with UK faculty
Book club support provided by UK Libraries
Exhibiting on campus at the opening event